
No./50: 50
BD/WE35-01 (RR) 0/0 Saya (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When this is Reversed, look at up to 3 cards from the top of your 
deck, choose up to 1 Climax from among them, add it to hand, and send the 
rest to Waiting Room. If you added a card to hand, discard 1 card.

SP & EB foil

BD/WE35-02 (RR) 1/0 Arisa (Music/Poppin' Party)

AUTO - When this attacks, if you have another <Poppin'Party> character, 
this turn, this gets +3000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [Put a {another copy of this card} from your hand 
into your stock, send the Standby CX (25) from your Climax Area to Waiting 
Room] When this attacks, you may pay cost. If you do, put up to 1 card from 
the top of your deck into your Stock, then look at up to 2 cards from the top of 
your deck, choose up to 2 <Poppin'Party> characters from among them, 
show them to your opponent, add them to hand, send the rest to Waiting 
Room.

SP & EB foil

BD/WE35-03 (RR) 3/2 Rimi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [(1) Discard 1 {0/0 Saya - 01}] When this attacks, if 
you have the Gate CX (23) in your Climax Area, you may pay cost. If you do, 
Deal 1 damage to your opponent twice. SP & EB foil



BD/WE35-04 (R) 0/0 Tae (Music/Poppin’Party)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, look at up to 2 cards from 
the top of your deck, and put them back on top of your deck in any order.

AUTO - [Return this to hand] When your Climax is placed on the Climax 
Area, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it 
gets +1 Soul.

OFR & EB foil

BD/WE35-05 (R) 0/0 Arisa (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, look at up to 2 cards from 
the top of your deck, and put them back on top of your deck in any order.

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you 
may pay cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 <Music> character, 
show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.

OFR & EB foil

BD/WE35-06 (R) 0/0 Kasumi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - [(1) Put the top card of your deck into Clock] When this card's Battle 
Opponent is Reversed, you may pay cost. If you do, draw 1.

AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, choose 1 of your 
other <Poppin'Party> characters, Rest it, and move it to an empty Back Row 
slot.

SP & EB foil

BD/WE35-07 (R) 0/0 Rimi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - (1) When your Climax is placed on the Climax Area, you may pay 
cost. If you do, Mill 2, then choose up to 1 Level X or lower <Poppin'Party> 
character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand. X equals the sum of 
Levels of cards sent to Waiting Room by this effect.

OFR & EB foil



BD/WE35-08 (R) 2/2 Saya (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [Send the Standby CX (24) from your Climax Area to 
Waiting Room] During your Climax Phase, when this is placed on stage by 
the effect of {Standby CX - 24}, you may pay cost. If you do, Stand this.

OFR & EB foil

BD/WE35-09 (R) 3/2 Tae (Music/Poppin'Party)

CONT - If you have 2 or less Climaxes in your Waiting Room, this gets -1 
Level in hand.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - ENCORE [(1) Send 1 of your characters on stage to Waiting Room]
SP & EB foil

BD/WE35-10 (R) 3/2 Kasumi (Music/Poppin'Party)

CONT - If this is in the Front Row, all of your <Poppin'Party> characters get 
+1500 power.

AUTO - [(2) Discard 1 {0/0 Arisa - 05}] When this attacks, you may pay cost. 
If you do, mill 1, then deal X damage to your opponent. X equals the Level of 
the milled card +1.

OFR & EB foil

BD/WE35-11 (U) 0/0 Saya (Music/Poppin'Party)

CONT - Your other Level 3 or higher character in the Front Row Center Slot 
gets +1000 power.

ACT - BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest this] Flip over the top 4 cards of your deck, 
then send them to Waiting Room. For each Climax among them, search your 
deck for up to 1 <Poppin'Party> character, show it to your opponent, add it to 
hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.



BD/WE35-12 (U) 0/0 Arisa (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - (1) When this Front Attacks, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 
of your opponent's characters, this turn, it gets -1 Level.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is 0 or lower, 
you may Reverse that character.

BD/WE35-13 (U) 0/0 Tae (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand or when this is Reversed, 
look at the top card of your deck, and either put it on top of your deck or into 
your Waiting Room.

BD/WE35-14 (U) 1/0 Kasumi (Music/Poppin'Party)

ACT - [Put 1 <Poppin'Party> character from hand into Clock and Rest this] 
Draw up to 2 cards.

BD/WE35-15 (U) 1/0 Kasumi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, choose 1 of your 
opponent's characters, this turn, it gains "CONT - This cannot be returned to 
hand, nor sent to Memory."

AUTO - When this attacks, if you have 5 or less Stock, this turn, this gets 
+3000 power.



BD/WE35-16 (U) 2/1 Rimi (Music/Poppin'Party)

CONT - ASSIST +2000 to Level 3 or higher characters in front of this card.

ACT - [(2) Rest this] Heal 1.

BD/WE35-17 (C) 1/0 Tae (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - (1) When this Front Attacks, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 
of your opponent's characters, this turn, it gets -1 Level.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is 1 or lower, 
you may Reverse that character.

BD/WE35-18 (C) 1/0 Rimi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, look at up to 2 cards from 
the top of your deck, and put them back on top of your deck in any order.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, your opponent declares 0, 
1, 2, or 3. Reveal the top card of your deck, and if it is a character whose 
Level matches the opponent's declared number, place it on stage in any slot.

BD/WE35-19 (C) 1/0 Saya (Music/Poppin'Party)

CONT - For each of your other <Poppin'Party> characters, this get +500 
power.

AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, look at up to 2 cards 
from the top of your deck, and put them on top of your deck in any order.



BD/WE35-20 (C) 2/1 Kasumi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, look at the top card of your 
deck, and either put it on top of your deck or into your Waiting Room.

ACT - BACKUP +2500

BD/WE35-21 (C) 2/1 Arisa (Music/Poppin'Party)

ACT - [Rest this] Reveal the top card of your deck. If that card is Level 1 or 
higher, add it to your hand.

BD/WE35-22 (C) 2/1 Tae (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - [Discard 1 <Poppin'Party> character] When this is placed on stage 
from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, choose up to 1 of your opponent's 
characters, send it to Memory, then at the start of the Encore Step, your 
opponent places that character on stage in any slot.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is higher than 
your opponent's Level, you may Reverse that character.

BD/WE35-23 (C) Gate CX

EB foil



BD/WE35-24 (C) Standby CX

EB foil

BD/WE35-25 (C) Standby CX

EB foil

BD/WE35-26 (RR) 0/0 Ako (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When your Climax is placed on the Climax Area, 
you may pay cost. If you do, draw 1.

ACT - BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest 2 of your characters] Flip over the top 5 
cards of your deck, then send them to Waiting Room. For each Pants Climax 
among them, choose up to 1 character from your Waiting Room, and add it 
to hand.

SP

BD/WE35-27 (RR) 0/0 Yukina (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - [(1) Put the top card of your deck into Clock] When this is placed on 
stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 
Level 1 or lower character, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and 
shuffle your deck afterwards.

AUTO - During this card's battle, when the damage you take is cancelled, 
you may return this to your hand.

SP & EB foil



BD/WE35-28 (RR) 3/2 Lisa (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - (1) When this is placed on stage from hand OR deck, you may pay 
cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 {this card}, place it on stage in 
any slot, and shuffle your deck afterwards

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [(1) Discard 1 card] When this attacks, if you have the 
Pants CX (48) you may pay cost. If you do, look at up to 2 cards from the top 
of your deck, and put them back in any order, then deal X damage to your 
opponent. X equals the number of {this card} you have on stage."

SP & EB foil

BD/WE35-29 (R) 0/0 Rinko (Music/Roselia)

CONT - If you have another {0/0 Ako - 26}, all of your other <Roselia> 
characters get +500 power.

CONT - ASSIST +500
SP

BD/WE35-30 (R) 0/0 Sayo (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When a Climax with a Book Trigger is placed in your Climax Area, 
choose 1 of your opponent's Front Row characters, this turn, it gets -1000 
power.

ACT - RESONATE [(1) Reveal {3/2 Mill 20 Sayo - 35} from your hand, Rest 
this] Look at up to 3 cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 1 
<Roselia> character from among them, show it to your opponent, add it to 
your hand, and put the rest into the Waiting Room.

OFR & EB foil
BD/WE35-31 (R) 1/0 Rinko (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [Discard 1 {another copy of this card} and Send the 
Pants CX (50) from your Climax Area to Waiting Room] At the start of your 
Encore Step, if this is in the Front Row, you may pay cost. If you do, look at 
up to 5 cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 5 <Roselia> characters 
from among them, show them to your opponent, add them to hand, send the 
rest to Waiting Room.

OFR



BD/WE35-32 (R) 2/1 Lisa (Music/Roselia)

CONT - For each of your other Back Row <Roselia> characters, this gets 
+2500 power.

OFR & EB foil

BD/WE35-33 (R) 3/2 Ako (Music/Roselia)

CONT - If you have 4 or more <Roselia> characters, this gets -1 Level in 
hand.

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT 
Ability, this turn, all of your characters get +2000 power. OFR

BD/WE35-34 (R) 3/2 Yukina (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - [Discard 2 <Roselia> characters] When this is placed on stage from 
hand, you may pay cost. If you do, look at up to 2 cards from the top of your 
deck, and put them back on top of your deck in any order, then your 
opponent sends all of their Stock to Waiting Room, then puts an equal 
number of cards from the top of their deck into Stock.

CONT - During your opponent's turn, when you take damage and do not 
cancel, if this is in the Front Row, look at the top card of your deck, and either 
put it on top of your deck or into your Waiting Room.

OFR & EB foil

BD/WE35-35 (R) 3/2 Sayo (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have the Book CX (47) in 
your Climax Area, and you have another <Roselia> character, mill the top 20 
cards of your opponent's deck. SP & EB foil



BD/WE35-36 (U) 0/0 Lisa (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, if you have 2 or more other 
<Roselia> characters, you may draw 1 card. If you do, discard 1 card.

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you 
may pay cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 <Roselia> character, 
show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.

BD/WE35-37 (U) 0/0 Rinko (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, if you 2 or less cards in 
Memory, you may choose 1 {2/1 Ako - 43} from your Waiting Room, and 
send it to Memory.

AUTO - When this attacks, choose 1 of your other <Roselia> characters, this 
turn, it gets +X power. X equals the number of your other <Roselia> 
characters times 500.

BD/WE35-38 (U) 1/0 Yukina (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, if you have another 
<Roselia> character, this turn, this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - When this attacks, if the Level of the character across from this is 2, 
this turn, this gets +6000 power.

BD/WE35-39 (U) 1/1 Sayo (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is higher than 
your opponent's Level, you may send that character to the bottom of your 
opponent's deck.

AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]



BD/WE35-40 (U) 2/1 Sayo (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - [(2) Send 1 of your characters from stage to Waiting Room] When 
you use this card's BACKUP, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 of your 
opponent's characters whose Level is higher than your opponent's Level, and 
send it to Waiting Room.

ACT - BACKUP +2500

BD/WE35-41 (U) 2/1 Yukina (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this attacks, if the Level of the character across from this is 3 
or higher, this turn, this gets +6000 power.

ACT - [Discard 1 <Roselia> character] Mill 1. If the milled card is a <Roselia> 
character, choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +X power. X equals 
the power of the card milled by this effect.

BD/WE35-42 (U) 2/1 Rinko (Music/Roselia)

CONT - All <Roselia> characters in your hand gain "ACT - BACKUP Lv2 
+1500"

AUTO - This ability activates up to three times per turn. When you use a 
BACKUP, you gain an additional Counter Step after this.

BD/WE35-43 (U) 2/1 Ako (Music/Roselia)

CONT - For each of your other <This card> in your Front Row, this gets 
+2000 power.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, send this to Memory

AUTO - {CX COMBO} - MEMORY - When the Pants CX (49) is placed in 
your Climax Area, if you are Level 2 or higher, and this card is in your 
Memory, you may place this on Stage in any Empty slot.



BD/WE35-44 (C) 0/0 Yukina (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, choose 1 of your 
opponent's Front Row characters, this turn, it gets -1000 power.

AUTO - [Shuffle 2 <Roselia> characters from your Waiting Room into your 
deck] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, 
choose 1 of your <Roselia> characters, this turn, it does not suffer Soul 
Penalty when Side Attacking.

BD/WE35-45 (C) 1/0 Lisa (Music/Roselia)

CONT - All <Roselia> characters in your hand gain "ACT - BACKUP (1) Lv1 
+2500"

ACT - [(1) Rest this] Look at up to 2 cards from the top of your deck, choose 
up to 1 Level 1 or higher card from among them, show it to your opponent, 
add it to hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room.

BD/WE35-46 (C) 1/0 Ako (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - This ability activates up to twice per turn. When you use an ACT 
Ability, this turn, this gets +1000 power.

BD/WE35-47 (C) Boox CX

EB foil



BD/WE35-48 (C) Pants CX

EB foil

BD/WE35-49 (C) Pants CX

BD/WE35-50 (C) Pants CX

BD/WE35-P01

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 2/1 Kokkoro (Music/Hello Happy World)

CONT - ASSIST Level x 500

AUTO - When your Climax is placed on the Climax Area, choose 1 of your 
characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power.

ACT - [Rest this] Look at the top card of your deck, and put it on top or 
bottom of your deck.



BD/WE35-P02

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 0/0 Ran (Music/Afterglow)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, mill 2. If there is a Level 0 
or lower character among them, this turn, this does not suffer Soul Penalty 
when Side Attacking.

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 Climax] When this is sent from stage to Waiting Room, 
you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 Climax from your Waiting Room, and 
add it to hand.

BD/WE35-P03

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 2/1 Layer (Music/Raise a Suilen)

AUTO - When your Climax is placed on the Climax Area, this turn, this gets 
+1500 power.

AUTO - When this attacks, if the Level of the character across from this is 3 
or higher, this turn, this gets +6000 power.

BD/WE35-P04

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 0/0 Kasumi (Music/Poppin'Party)

AUTO - At the start of your opponent's Attack Phase, you may move this to 
an empty slot in your Front Row.

BD/WE35-P05

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 1/1 Aya (Music/Pastel*Palettes)

CONT - If you have 2 or more other <Music> characters, this get +2000 
power.

AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]



BD/WE35-P06

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 0/0 Mashiro (Music/Morfonica)

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may 
pay cost. If you do, reveal the top card of your deck, then choose 1 Level X 
or lower character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand. X equals the 
Level of the revealed card.

BD/WE35-P07

Band League 
Summer 2021 
Promo

(PR) 2/1 Yukina (Music/Roselia)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, choose 1 of your battling 
characters, this turn, it gains the following ability: "AUTO - When this card's 
battle opponent is Reversed, send it to Memory."

ACT - BACKUP +3000

BD/WE35-P08

Nintendo 
Switch PR Card

(PR) 3/2 Any Time, Any Where, Bandori! (Music)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - [(5) Discard 2 cards] This ability activates up to once per turn. At the 
end of this card’s attack, you may pay cost. If you do, Stand this.


